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ABSTRACT
m
x Previous $Ludl,08 Ilaw, Shown that an inve r Led-ve loci Ly- prof ile Co-
axial t1oz Zle for use with st ►porsonic CrUi.10 aimraf-L produces less jet,
noise Lhan an oquivalonL oonical nozzle. FUrtherillOrC, decronsing the
annulus 110ighL (inel :0,98ing radius ratio with constant flow) resin Ls in
further noise rQdUuLion, benefits. Di the present n ►odol-scale study, Lho
11111ALILIS shape, that is, height, was varied by an eccentric mounting of
010 aaaular nozzlo with respect Lo a conieal core nozzle.. Aeoustic mea-
suromonLs worn mado in Lhe flyover plono bolow Lho narrowest portion of
Lho annulus and at 90 0 and 180 0 from this point. The model-scale spectra
SeOled Up Lo tong ing si.,-e (1.07 m diamoLer) atd the potcoivod noiso
10VOIS for Lho oeeonLrie and basoline coucentric inverLed-voloeiLy-prof ile
;zowxial nozzles are eomparod over a rnngo 
of 
operating conditions. The
impliCaLions of the acoustic benefits 
d 
orived with Lho occentrio noz-,,Io.
to practical applicalGions Ire discussed.
INTRODUOTTON
in roconc years, several. Jet noiso roklueLio-a concepts have ovolvod in
an offort to moot FAR-36 noiso goals for suporsonie cruiso aircraft. Two
0olleopts the Of parLiculal, inLOro8t; 11.1 ► oty, th e invorted-voloeiLy-profile
(IVI')	 11OZzle, (rofs. I to 3) and Lho shielding; of Wo par-
olloJ Jots (rof. 14), Exporimental data obuinod wiLh IYP coaxial/coannular
noz.,-los indicaLo that JeL noise SUpprossion increases With a docroasinp
)radius raLlo 
of 
Lhe OUtor Ili& Velocity Stro,'1111- Also, jot-Lo-JoL SId.01(Ung
sLL1di0$ indieoto that noise* redtteLions can be aelikoved whon. Lho slilol,(iing
JeL SLroalll is smaller in cross-sooLional flow aroa Lhan Lhat of t:ho primary
s L r. eam. In skiell a eowciguraLion, Lho axi6 l, jet velocity of the shiolding
stream docays more quickly than, that 
or 
pri,wry stream bocausO Lho decay
distance is 41 fUncLlon of Clio jlO'*VIQ ) e04t4^^Lry; in this Case, the nozzle
diameter.
Fro► i the preceding consideraLions, 8 Wo-stream TVP nozZlo, eoncopL
N408 ovolvQd in W11J.ch norzlo- shapiilg thttC',4 ,11 0SY1111110L1:iCal (IX11,0LISt 11OZZ10
Q011CLUVObly Could provide addiL j onal acoustic benefits over
LhaL of a sytimietrie basolino, IVP no-z zlo— (Tho latter IVP nozzle woold
42
already be. more quiet than a reference conical nozzle.) In the present:
study, simple norrz:le shaping, for noise 4;!.dueLion was obtained by modi-
Eying all existing; concentric coaxial nozzle used in previous acoustic
studies (re fs. 5 and ca) . The nozzle was modified such as to provide an
eccentric outer stream annulus, while maintaining; approximately the same
tlarouk;h-1'lotr as that: for LI ► e original concentric baseline ttozwle. This
alteration providod a narrow annulus at one point of the ;cuter nozzle and
a wide' annulus at 180 0 or opposite this narrowest point, with a varying
annulus width between these two points (fie;. 1). The outer stream jet
velocity was constant around the circumference of the eccentric annulus
at tine exhaust plane. As a consequence o, the varying circumferential
voloci,ty decay around the annulus, a skewed velocity profile should
exist in the downstream portion of the exhaust plume, wit;ll maximum and
minimum velocities in tir., outer stream corresponding to the widest and
narrowest portions of th ^ eccentric: annulus. heats jet noise reduction6
would be oxpected to res4t: in a dire ^tion below the minimuul .cuter stream
annulu4- width, which in an aircraft application would be the flyover
plane. It should be noted that with a conventional bypass nozzle (core
velocity greater than bypass velocity), suppression is obtained with the
wide portion of the outer stream in the flyover plane (ref. 7) in contrast
to the present configuration with which suppression is obtained with the
narrow portion of the S;nnulus in the :flyover plane. In a practical case,
sideline noise reductions are of equal or greater importance compared
with the flyover values. The present nozzle concept has less noise re-
duc:Lion as the circumferential angle increases from the flyover position
because the outer stream annulus width increases with increasing circum-
ferential angle. Practical applications in which the annulus height
would be shaped and be maintained at a constant narrow width for 80 0 to
1200 from the flyover plane are discussed in the paper.
This paper then presents the° results of an exploratory experimental
program to determine the noise generating characteristics of an inverted-
velocity-profile eccentric coaxial nozzle over a range of floor conditions.
The results are compared with those for a concentric baseline IVP coaxial
nozzle (refs. a and b). Nominal temperatures ranged from 280 to 1100 K
with nozzle pressure ratios ranging from 1.8 to 3.0 for tine outer stream
and 1.6 to 2.2 for the inner stream.
APP:'IItATUS AND PI OM0 DUKE
Facility
A ptaotograpta of the flow '°acility is shown in figure 2. A common
source of unheated laboratory air was used to supply flow for two par-
allel flow lines; one line for the inner nozzle and the ether for the
outer nozzle. Each ,flow line had its own air and fuel flow control and
flow measuring systems. Tile air in each line was heated by ,jet engine
°T
3combust- gars. Mufflers In each line attenuated flow control valve noise
and internal cotilbusLion noise. The system was designed to give maximum
uoWc exhaust temperatures of 1100 K and nozzle pressure ratios up to
3.0 in both the inner and cuter stream flow lines.
Acoustic, - Microphones were placed at a constant 5.0 meters di8tallet,
;and parallel to the "on4le axis, as shown I" figure 3. The center-
We MiCrOphonO array consisted of 0.635 can condenser microphones with the
metal protective grids removed to improve the acoustic performance at ht§
frequencies. The groUnd-plate of the test area Was CoMposel of asphalt in-
Lorspersed With patches of concrete and Covered With 15.25 cm thick Sam
rubber blankets,
jet plume. - jet exhaust plume temperature/pressure surveys were made
with a probe capable of traversing in the axial direction as well as hori-
zontally and vertically, as illustrated in figure C Details of the probe
arcs 	 in reference W This probe was calibrated in a wind tunnel at
subsonic and supersonic speeds. Total temperature, total pressure and
static pressure were measured. The plume survey apparatus was removed
from the test site during the acoustic tests.
NoWes
Two coaxial nozzle configurations were used in tho experimental pro-
gram; one with a concentric, coplanar exit, and one with an eccentric co-
plan ►r exit. Pertinent dimensions of the nozzles are given in figure 5.
The area ratio of the nozzle was 1.4 and is defined as the ratio of the
o"ter nozzle flow area to the inner nozzle flow area, The diameters shown
In the figure are inside diameters of the rosponive nozzles. Photographs
of the concentric and eccentric coplanar nownles are shown in figure A.
The outer wall of Lho inner nozzle was coated With as high-temperature cer-
amic material to minimize heat transfer between the two stroams during co-
planar operation. The interior of the upstream portionof the inner noz-
zle line was also lined with Insulating material.
Procedure
Steady-state conditions were attained for each test before the data
were recorded. U pstream tota l temperature$ and total pressures for both
streams were then automatically recorded, as were the flow-field or acous-
tic data.
Aerodyaamie. - For the jet plume surveys, probe nosition, total tem-
perature, total pressure, and static pressure were automatically recorded.
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flume measurements were made in a plane passing through Glee minimum and
maximum annulus height points. For each point, flow-field properties
were calculated from the measured data. The measured pressures (total
and static.) were} corrected for prole bow- shock effects, when necessary.
From these pressures, the local Mach numbers were then calculated. Total.
LVIllperaLure measurements were corrected for thermocouple radiation losses.
Statie LemperaLures were Lhen computed from the Mach numbers and corrected
total temperatures, and the local velocities were then calculated.
Acoustic. - For the acoustic tests, the nois y; signals from the micro-
phone were sequentially analyzed on-line, and 1/3-octave-band sound pres-
sure levels were digitally recorded on magnetic tape for further proses-
sing. Acoustic measurements were made in a plane passim through the min-
imum and maximum annulus height potuLs, as well as at 90 to this plane
by rotating the outer nozzle about its axis.
In order to obtain full-scale perceived noise levels, PNL, the model
scale noise spectra were scaled for size (1.07 m equivalent nozzle exhaust
diameter), distance, and atmospheric attenuation and frequency-shifted
using the Stroulial relationship. From such full.-scale spectra PNL values
were computed for a standard day (288 K at 7010 R.11.) at a flyover heiglit
of 338 m.
From plots of full-scale PNL values as a function of distance along
the flight path, a flyover relative noise level (FRNL) was computed as
described in appendix A of reference 8. Tile term "relative" is used herein
since the conventional definition of effective perceived noise level (EPNL)
includes forward flight effects, whereas the present data are for static
conditions. The omission of flight effects, however, does not signifi-
eantly affect the present flyover relative noise level comparisons between
the various configurations. Comparisons of relative flyover noise levels
of the concentric and eccentric nozzles were then made.
Sutimiary of Flow Conditions
The flow conditions used in the present acoustic study are sum-
marized in the following Cable.
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ECCENTRIC NOZZLE FLOW CONDITIONS
Operational mode
	
PR 	 To, K Vo , 111/s 	 PR 	 Ti, K Vi , m/s	 Vi/Vo
All subsonic	 1.8
	
1089
	 587	 1.6	 288	 280	 0.48
1.8*	 1089*	 585*	 l.6%,	 811*	 4b3*	 .79*
Supersonic; V i ,	 1.8
	 1089
	
578	 2,2	 288	 341	 .59
Subsonic V 0
Subsonic Vi ,	 2.2	 1089
	
660
	
1.6	 288	 278	 .42
Supersonic: V 
2.2*	 1089*	 669*	 1.6*	 811*	 471*	 .70*
3.0
	
1089
	
766	 1.6	 288	 272	 .36
3.0*	 1089*	 780*	 1.6*	 811*	 458*	 .59*
All supersonic	 3.0	 1089
	 768	 2.2	 288	 341	 .44
3.0	 1089	 7,67	 2.2	 811	 580	 .76
The conditions marked with an asterisk were those for which plunge surveys
were obtained. Similar flow conditions Caere used with the concentric noz-
zle.
JET PLMIE SURVEYS
The jet plume of the eccentric nozzle was surveyed in the flyover plane
at five axial downstream stations. From the ma&sured pressure and temper-
ature data, local stream Mach numbers were calculated and are shown in fig-
ures 7 and 8 as a .function of radial position. Tato cases are shown:
(1) both streams subsonic (fig. 7) and (2) the outer stream supersonic
with the inner stream subsonic (fig. 8). Also shown, for comparison., are
similar Mach number profiles for the concentric nozzle. Tice Mach number
profiles clearly show the rapid decay of the narrow-gap-annulus velocity
with axial downstream distance and the persistence of the wide-gap-annu-
lus velocity with axial downstream distance, Also apparent is the asym-
metry of the Mach number profile for the eccentric nozzle at large axial
d..xn1s Cream distances (X/Di
 = 11) . In general, the velocity (Mach number)
decay trends of thejet plume was similar for the flaw conditions indicated
in figures 7 and 8 as well as those not shown. Information such as that
shown in figures 7 and 8 should prove useful for future analytical studies
of noise source alteration due to jet shaping..
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6MODEL-SCALE SPECTRAL DATA
Representative measured spectral data in the flyover plane ((P = 00)
for the concentric nozzle obtained at model scale are compared with those
for the eccentric nozzle in figure 9. The data shown are for a radiation
angle, 0, of 129° and the flow conditions given in the figure. It is ap-
parent that for this radiation angle, a suppression in SPL is obtained
with the eccentric nozzle for model scale frequencies greater than about
1650 hertz. For frequencies below 1650 hertz, the spectra for the two
nozzles are essentially the same; that is, no noise suppression is ob-
tained with the eccentric: nozzie, Also shown on the abscissa in the fig-
ure is a second scale that identifies the frequencies and sound pressure
level region associated with a full-size supertonic cruise aircraft en-
gine having total exhaust nozzle area of 0.9 m (1.07 m equivalent diam-
eter). Hereinafter, all the acoustic data will be scaled to and presen-
ted for this engine size.
ENGINE-SIZE SPECTRA
In the following section, representative spectra for several concep-
tual engine cycles are presented for both the eccentric and concentric
nozzles at engine size. The engine cycle concepts consist of: (1) both
streams subsonic, (2) inner stream supersonic and outer stream subsonic,
(3) inner stream subsonic, outer stream supersonic, and (4) both streams
supersonic. In all cases, by adjustment of stream temperatures, the outer
stream velocity is greater than that of the inner stream. Concepts 3
and 4 represent variable stream engine cycles currently being considers`•,
for supersonic cruise aircraft.
Flyover Plane ( gyp = 0°)
For each of the preceding cycle concepts, representative engine-size
spectra will be shown for the forward quadrant (6 = 460 ), nearly overhead
flyover (e = 95°), and rear quadrant (3 = 1290).
Forward quadrant (© = 46°). - The spectra for both the eccentric and
concentric nozzles are shown in figure 10 for the four engine cycle con-
cepts. In general, no suppression is achieved by the eccentric nozzle
in the forward quadrant in the flyover plane, An exception was noted
when the inner stream was supersonic and the outer stream subsonic (fig_.
t	 10(b)). For this case, low frequency mixing and shock noise were less
for the eccentric nozzle than those for the concentric nozzle. Although
some additional, noise can be observed at low frequencies with the eccen-
tric nozzle for some cases, this is more probably associated with ground
reflection variations in the test arena.
^s
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Flyover (0 = 95 0 ^ - Representative spectra for the four cycle con,
cepts are shown in figure 11 for a nearly overhead flyover location. D
general, the spectra for the eccentric and concentric nozzles are the
same. Except for the previously noted case for 0 - 46 0 , any apparent
deviation of the data appear to be within data repeatability and/or asst
ciated with ground reflections in the test arena. Consequently, the ect
entric nozzle shows no acoustic benefits over the concentric nozzle for
the overhead location.
N = 129 0), - Representative spectra for the il,luscr+
are shown in figure 12 near the peak noise angle in i
all cases, the eccentric nozzle provided noise supre:
noise produced by the concentric nozzle. In general.,
Lions occurred at engine-:.ize frequencies greater than
Sideline (qa = 90 0 ) and Overhead (CP = 1,80°)
In general, the spectra for the eccentric nozzle at CP of 90° and
1800
 (see fig. 1) were the same as those for the concent •,ic nozzle except
for slight deviations in the spectra in the lower frequ r:ncy range for 0
of 1290
 and 139°. At these frequencies, the concentric nozzle, in some
cases, had lower SPL values than those for the eccentric nozzle by locally
up to 5 dB. These deviations again are believed to be primarily due to
variations in ground reflections.
Effect of Cycle Conditions on Spectra
The effect of changing either the inner or outer stream velocity
while maintaining the other constant is shown in the next several figures
for radiation angles of 115 0 , 129 0 , and 148 0 . The data are shown as an
SPL difference between the concentric and eccentric nozzle, :SPL = SP LE
- SPL C , as a function of engine-size frequency,
Constant V i , variable Vo . - In. figures 13 to 15 are shown the varia-
tion of .'SPL with frequency for constant inner stream nominal velocities
of 274, 341, and 464 m/s. The outer stream nominal velocity was varied
from 578 to 780 m/s, depending on the magnitude of the inner stream
velocity.
Significant SPL suppressions were generally obtained in the mid to
high frequen^.:y ranges for radiation angles equal to and greater than 129 0 .
At low frequencies, usually less than 250 hertz some additional noise ap-
peared to be incurred with the eccentric nozzle. This was significant
only at a radiation angle of 129 0 . It is not known at this time, whether
this added noise was due to ground reflection effects or was indeed
.	 •... 	 ^.Yi1	 ,+e	
..:rah	 .v'A1Lr......^..y.^..:$,.c4a«^i1[..earr791. 	 -
Rear Suadrant
Live engine cycles
flyover plane. In
sion compared with
the spectral reduc
250 hertz,
8attributable to the eccentric nozzle noise signature. Because of the lim-
ited data, general trends in the local SPL values with operating conditions
cannot be ascertained with any degree of confidence. While certain SPL
data indicate frequ, ,ncy and level trends with variations in outer stream
velocity, particularly at 0 - 148 0, other datado not, In, general, how-
ever, changes in the outer stream velocity with a fixed inner stream vel-
ocity for the most part do not significantly influence the SPL suppres-
sions attained with the eccentric nozzle.
Constant V0 , variable Vi . - In figures 16 to 18 are shown the varia-
tion of f)SPL with frequency for constant outer stream nominal velocites
of 583, 655, and 770 mjs. The inner stream nominal velocity was varied.
from 272 to 580 m/s depending on the magnitude of the outer stream veloc-
ity,
As in the previous discussion, it is apparent that general acoustic
trends between the various flow conditions are difficult to establish. it
does appear, however, that at 0 = 129 0 , the data with a. nominal outer
stream velocity of 770 m/s (fig. 18(e)) shows a greater SPL suppression at
,frequencies above 1000 hertz than that at the two lower outer stream veloc-
ities. This trend is reversed at 0 	 1480.
PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS
From the measured spectra for the concentric and eccentric nozzles,
the engine-size perceived noise levels were calculated as a function of
distance along the flight path. A representative vari«tion of PNL as a
function of distance along the flight path is shown in figure 19. For the
specific operating conditions noted on the figure, it is apparent that
significant noise reduction is obtained with the eccentric nozzle in the
PNL region important for noise. certification (i.e., 10 MB down from the
peak PNL value).
The reduction in PNL obtained by use of the eccentric nozzle is shown
in figure 20 for all flow conditions in terms of a &PNL : PNLE - PNL0
as a function of the distance along the flight path. The data show that
the PNL values for the eccentric nozzles are suppressed in the rear quad-
rant (0 > 90 0). Maximum suppressions of about 3 to 5 PNdB were obtained
at the peak noise angles for the cycle concepts included in the study.
Significant PNL suppressions were obtained in the :Forward quadrant only
with a subsonic outer stream and a supersonic inner stream (fig. 20(b)),
f
9MOVER RELATIVE NOISE 'LEVEL
From PNL plots, such as that shown in figure 19, flyover relative
noise levels (FRNL) were calculated by the method of reference 8, The
change in FRNL values between the concentric and eccentric nozzles' for
the nine operating modes included herein are shown in the following
table by ^W-RNL, where- EVRNL - FRNLE - FRNLC.
SUMARY OF MOVER RELATIVE NOISE LEVELS
Operational mode V0 ,  m/s Vi, m/s PR 0 PR i Vi/V0 AFRNL, EPNdB
All subsonic	 587	 280	 1.8	 1.6	 0.48	 -1.5
585	 463	 1.8	 1.6	 .79	 -1.9
Supersonic V.,	 578	 341	 1.8	 2.2	 .59	 -1.9
Subsonic V0
Subsonic V i ,	 660	 278	 2.2	 1.6	 .42	 -1.5
Supersonic V 
0	 669	 471	 2.2	 1.6	 .70	 -2.8-
766	 272	 3.0	 1.6	 .36	 -1.5
780	 458	 3.0	 1.6	 .59	 -2.3
All supersonic	 768	 341	 1:\ 0	 2.3	 .44	 -1.0
As shown in the preceding table, 'FRNL values of -1 to -2.8
BPNdB are achieved with the eccentric nozzle when compared with the con-
centric nozzle noise levels. Also shown is that higher MNL values
are obtained with V i /V	 ratios near 0.7 than with those near 0.4.
The least amount of suppression appears to occur for the case of
both streams operating at supersonic pressure ratios. However, the
6FRNL of -1.0 for this case compared with -1.5 for the operational
modes in the same Vi/V0 
 
ratio range may be within the repeatability
of the test data.
PRACTICAL APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS
For purposes of practical application noise suppression is generally
	
desired both in the sideline plane
	 65°) and the flyover plane
0 0). The eccentric nozzle provides maximum suppression in the fly-
over plane, with decreasing suppression as (P increases coward 900.
I/
MAU
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However, by shaping the annulus with a constant r► roar width to 4)
	
900,
or even greater, sideline suppression &houU, be avt^, ^vnble, By follow-	 1
ing this procedure, the annulus width must 1)e incrnnttd nor (,,) values
larger than the q)	 for the narrow width annulus. This, in essence,
max
yield; an "egg shaped" annulus (fig. 21) for the present nozzle concept.
Consider now nozzle shaping as a concept for plug-type nozzles.
Data, not included herein, obtained with the present eccentric nozzle with
flow in the annulus only (inner stream f).ow shutoff)> showed noise reduc-
tions occurring in the rear quadrant. This is perhaps indicative of what
might occur with a single stream plug nozzle. The magnitude of the reduc-
tions were similar to those obtained with both streams flowing. The noise
reduction was obtained with the narrow portion of the annulus oriented in
the flyover plane.
In figure 22 is shown a possible two-stream plug nozzle concept uti-
lizing nozzle shaping to obtain additional noise suppression over the re-
spective baseline configuration based on the preceding discussion and data
included herein. The nozzle configuration shown consists of an inverted
velocity profile nozzle concept utilizing an inner stream plug nozzle and
an outer stream annular nozzle. For this case, both ,annuli have the nar-
row portions of the annulus 15 ":hoe flyover and sideline plane's.
It is expected that further substantial noise suppression can be ach-
ieved with shaped nozzles by incot;porating suppressor elements into the
design concept. Such nozzle concepts could consider both full outer annu-
lus and/or care stream suppressors, or partial suppressors in the exhaust
streams. The application of such suppressors could not only reduce the
jet noise but could enhance the usual suppressor noise reduction of the
baseline nozzles by advantageously altering the jet plume velocity pr_,
file.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Front a brief experimental exploratory study, it has been determined
that additional directional noise suppression benefits can be obtained
with nozzle shaping compared with those obtained with a baseline nozzle.
The noise benefits were obtained with an eccentric coaxial nozzle using
inverted velocity profiles applicable to either subsonic and supersonic
cruise aircraft. The noise benefits generally were limited directionally
to the rear quadrant. Applications of the study to other IVP nozzle con-
cepts indicated potential benefits for coannular plug-type nozzles. Ef-
fects of non-coplanar two-stream nozzle arrangements on the potential
benefits of nozzle shaping remain to be assessed. Finally, the effect
of nozzle shaping on suppressed coplanar mixer nozzles for supersonic
cruise aircraft also must be evaluated.
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APPENDIX A
SYMB04S
1)	 nozzle diameter
I-',PtNL	 effective perceived noise level, HPNdB
FRNL	 flyover relative noise level, EPNdB
PNL	 perceived noise level, PNAB
PR	 stream pressure ratio
2SPL	 1/3-octave-band sound pressure level, dB re 2011 N/M
T	 stream total temperature
N	 stream velocity
X	 axial distance
circumferential angle (fig. 1)
radiation angle
Subscripts; 
C	 concentric
E	 eccentric
i	 inner stream
0	 outer stream
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Figure 7. - Comparison of plume Mach number
profiles for eccentric and concentric nozzles at
several axial stations - both streams subsonic.
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Figure 8. - Comparison of plume Mach number profiles for eccentric
and concentric nozzles at several axial stations - outer stream
supersonic, Inner stream subsonic.
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Figure 10, - Representative cycle spectra at 460 radia-
tion angle.
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Figure 20, - Variation of PNL differences between concentric and eccen-
tric nozzles as function of flyover distance.
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Figure 21. - Annulus shaping for Improved sideline noise suppression
benefits.
Figure 22. - Schematic of a possible dual stream IVP
plug shaped-nozzle concept.
